
Types of Races 

Regattas are usually in the spring/summer and feature side by side racing in lanes. 

 All the boats start at the same time from a stationary position and the winner is the boat 
that crosses the finish line first. The number of boats varies between two (which is 
sometimes referred to as a ‘dual race’) to six, but any number of boats can start together if 
the course is wide enough. Standard length for races is 2,000 meters (2K) long. However the 
race distance can and does vary from ‘dashes’ or ‘sprints’, which may be 500 m long. 

In general, multi-boat competitions are organized in a series of rounds, with the fastest 
boats in each heat qualifying for the next round. The losing boats from each heat may be 
given a second chance to qualify through a repechage.  

Head races are time trial/processional races that take place from fall to early spring. Boats 
begin with a rolling start at intervals of 10-20 seconds, and are timed over a set distance. 
Head courses vary in length from 2,000 m to 12,000 m, though there are longer races such 
as the Boston Rowing Marathon. 

Classifications at Regattas: 

Classifications for races are based on gender, age, weight and boat type (scull or sweep) as 
well as with or without cox 

Club – races for club teams (generally practice year round) 

Scholastics – races for school teams (generally do not practice all year) 

Juniors/Youth – rower generally below 18 years of age, as compared to adult, masters 
(older than 27) or college rowing 

Novice – class of rowers, beginning rower, in their first year of rowing; signified as N  

Lightweight – Refers to rowers not the boat; weight classification that varies based on 
gender and type of regatta (scholastic vs. club).  Rowers are weighed at the regatta 
(sometimes as a team, sometimes as an individual) to verify weight limits are not exceeded. 
Signified as Lwt or Lt 



Varsity – Class of experienced rowers (non-novices), signified as V 

2nd Varsity- Classification of rowers used at some regattas; a boat would be labelled as 2nd 
varsity if the club or school is entering more than one boat within in a boat type (i.e., M1x, 
M2x); signified as 2V (e.g. first boat would be labelled as MV2x, second boat would be 
classified as M2V2x)  

   

  

 


